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CHALLENGES
When an emergency happens at your community’s most 
vulnerable locations, getting the right information into 
the right hands is crucial. Any delay in incident response 
can have devastating consequences. Law enforcement 
and school systems have siloed information sources, 
making it difficult to share critical information in real 
time. Responders need eyes on scene quickly in order to 
provide a more informed response. When every second 
counts, you need a solution that works with you. 

SOLUTION
The Rave Mobile Safety Panic Button and 
CommandCentral Aware together is a seamless solution 
to help keep your schools and community safe. The Panic 
Button triggers an alert that is immediately centered on 
the CommandCentral Aware map alongside customizable 
layers including your campus or building map and other 
geospatial intelligence sources. CommandCentral Aware 
receives the alert, including GPS coordinates, activator’s 
profile and type of incident. Your agency can remotely 
livestream nearby camera feeds to get eyes on the 
scene faster. 

RECEIVE PANIC BUTTON ALERTS 
Receive real-time alerts of a panic button press 
on the CommandCentral Aware map along with 
9-1-1 calls, nearby cameras, units and other 
resources and events for better situational 
awareness.  

VIEW TYPE OF INCIDENT
See details on the panic alarm including type of 
incident (active assailant, fire, police, 9-1-1) as 
well as the GPS coordinates, campus location, 
time stamp and activator profile information.

LIVESTREAM NEARBY CAMERA FEEDS
Remotely livestream camera feeds from 
surrounding locations to assess the situation 
faster and provide a more informed response. 

SHARED SITUATIONAL AWARENESS FOR 
PUBLIC SAFETY AND SCHOOLS
COMMANDCENTRAL AWARE + RAVE MOBILE SAFETY 
PANIC BUTTON

BENEFITS
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, 
SCAN OR CLICK BELOW:

FEATURES

CUSTOMIZE ALERTS
 Adjust the icon, sound, priority of alerts (e.g., set proximity to a school) and 
personnel notified based on your workflow.

INTEGRATE FLOOR PLANS
 Upload floor plans to display on the map and filter between layouts.

TAILOR BUILDING/CAMPUS CAMERAS
Plot and configure camera location, name and alias based on building or 
campus environments. 

COMMANDCENTRAL AWARE + RAVE PANIC BUTTON IN ACTION

1. A dispatcher sees an alert on the CommandCentral Aware map from an 
activated Rave Panic Button at a local school of an unknown intruder.

2. They also see a 9-1-1 call alert. They create an incident in PremierOne CAD 
which too populates on the map and initiates outbound communications. 

3. The dispatcher radios the school resource officer (SRO) with details.

4. In CommandCentral Aware, the dispatcher receives and views school floor 
plans and maps to precisely direct the SRO to the panic alert location. 

5. The SRO is able to intercept the intruder and mitigate the potential threat 
without incident. The subject is escorted off premises.

Integrations with third party mobile panic buttons with CommandCentral Aware 
are available.

MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS
We’re reimagining the world of public safety. Our mission-critical 
ecosystem integrates communications, software and video on a single 
platform to amplify connectivity between technology and teams. By 
integrating CommandCentral Aware and the Rave Panic Button, we’re 
helping ensure responders, command staff and records personnel 
immediately use accurate data collected in the field and resolve incidents 
quickly. When everything works together, safety is unstoppable.

CommandCentral Aware

Rave Mobile Safety Panic Button

RAVE MOBILE SAFETY PANIC BUTTON

COMMANDCENTRAL AWARE

http://motorolasolutions.com/icc
https://www.motorolasolutions.com/en_us/products/command-center-software/real-time-intelligence-operations/commandcentral-aware.html?utm_source=factsheet&utm_medium=ACC_Aware&utm_content=qrcode
https://www.ravemobilesafety.com/products/rave-panic-button/

